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THE MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF
THE REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

I

January 11, 1964
The Regents of the University met at 9:30 A.M. on Saturday,
January 11, 1964, in the Council Room of the New Mexico Union.
Present:

Also Present:

Mr. Howard C. Bratton, President
Mr. Bryan G. Johnson, Vice President
Mrs. C. Fred Luthy, Secretary-Treasurer
Mr. Thomas R. Roberts
Dr. Lawrence H. Wilkinson
President Tom L. Popejoy
Dr. Hoyt Trowbridge, Acting Academic Vice President
Mr. John Perovich, University Comptroller
Mr. John N. Durrie, University Secretary
Mr. Ted Hulburt, Albuquerque Journal
Mr. Ered Bonavita, Albuquerque Tribune

Also present for PQrtions of the meeting: Professor R. Dale Swihart
(Law), Chairman of the Policy Committee; Dean William J. Parish,
Graduate School; Professor Don P. Schlegel, Department of Architecture;
Mr. Van Dorn Hooker, University Architect.

I

** * * .*
Mr. Bratton asked for any changes in the minutes of
the meeting of November 29, 1963. It was moved by Mr.
Roberts, seconded by Mrs. Luthy, that the minutes be
approved as submitted. Carried.

Minutes of
Meeting of
November 29,
1963

*.* * * *
At their meeting on April 8, 1963, the Regents examined a proposed revision of the policy on academic
freedom and tenure (approved by the University Faculty
on March 19, 1963) and referred it for further study to
the Regents' Faculty-Student Committee in consultation
with the Faculty's Policy Committee.
Professor Swihart appeared before the Regents to
report that the changes agreed upon as the result of
this study had been approved by the Policy Committee
at a meeting held January 8, The policy as thus approved is as follows:

I

Revised Policy
on Academic
Freedom and
Tenure
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Th~ Univ~rsity

of New Mexico
• ,,',I,

POLICY ON ACf..,I:>EMrC

I

,

F~EEDOM

AND T'ENURE'

(As re~i~ed Marc~, 1~63)
Section I''': General Pi·incip1es. The University of New Mexico approves'
and adheres (where not inconsistent with this policy or the State
statutes governing the University), to the principles of academic
freedom and its correlative responsibilities for the Faculty and
Admini'stration as expressed in the following statements approved by
\ the American Association of University Professors and the Association
of American Colleges:
(1) the 1940 Statement of Principles on Academic Freedom and Tenure (see Appendix I); (2) the 1958 Statement of
Principle~s' on Academic Retirement (see Appendix II); (3) the 1958
Statement·~QP Procedural Standards in Faculty Dismissal Proceedings
(see'Appehd'lx III). In addition, the University approves and adheres'
(where not inconsistent with this policy or the State statutes governing t~e 'University) to the American Association of University Professors' 1929 Statement concerning Resignations (see Appendix IV).
Section 2. New Appointments. The precise terms and conditions of
every new appointment to the faculty shall be stated in writing and
given to the faculty member before the appointment is made. A copy
of this\~tatement of policy shall also be given to the faculty member bef?re his appointment.
,

I

Section' 3.
Probationary and Temporary Appointments; Reappointments.
The probationary period shall constitute the time during which a
person',s fitness for permanent tenure is under scrutiny. Probati6naryappointments shall normally lead to permanent tenure. With the
exception of temporary and part-time teaching staff; all appointmenfs to. the rank of instructor or higher shall be. probationary.
, (a)

The • probationary
period shall not exceed the following
u.
maXlmums:
:
,
(i)
Six years for all instructors and for those assistant
professors who begin service at the University before
having satisfied the specific degree requirements set
forth in Section 2 (c) of Part III of the University
Appointment and Promotional Policy (as revised May IS,
1962);
.~.

I·

(ii)
"
(iii)

.~

Five years for all others appointed as assistant
professor;
Four years for those appointed to the rank of associate
or full professor.'

(b)
By written agreement the probationary period may be reduced
to not less ~han one year.

I

(c)
Once established, the duration of the probationary period
shall not be extended. The runn~ng of the probationary period shall
be suspended!, ,howeve.r, when the faculty member is on leave of absence.
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If for any reapon the probationary period ends during the academic
year, it automatically will be extended to the end of th~,academic
year.

I

{

(d)
Full-time temporary appointments shall not be probationary
nor sh~ll tn~y exce~,~:",a ~otal of three years, except in the case ;!pf
a person making,:,rea.'s~(ip.a:ple progress toward an advanced degree at 'this
University. Unles:s:'su:C:;h an exception has been agreed upon, a person
appointed for a fourth year.,shall be considered to be on probationary
status. In such an event, the probationary period may be reduced by
written ag~eement'to n,o~,less than one year.
.
..
~"

"

(e)
Pi:i,rt-time servi'ce'"shall not be considered as probationary
service leadi~g to the possibility of tenure.
~~

"....

,,' ,

(f)
If a faculty member with tenure re~igns from the faculty
and is later rehired as a full-time member, he shall have tenure.

It

•

(g)
Not less than 60 days prior to the final decision date for
granting tenure to a faculty member the ~dministration shall notify
the Regents individually of that faculty member's decision date.
'f

i

Section 4. Notice. Written notice that a faculty member in probationary status is not to be continued in serYi~~will be given to
the faculty member according to the following "miIlJ.:inum periods of
notice:
(1) at least three months before the 'expiration of his
contract during the first academic year of faculty probationary
service: (2) not later than December 15 ,of, ,th~" second academic year
of such~service; or, if a two-year appoin~ment terminates during an
academic year, at least six months in,'advance of its terminationi
and (3) 'at least 12 months prior to the expiration of the faculty
member's last contract in other cases. If the minimum notice date
is not met for the last year of probationary service, the faculty
member ?hall have tenure.
If any other minimum notice date is not
met, the faculty member shall have the option of remaining at the
University in temporary status for an additional'academic year.

.

I

. ,"

Section 5. Resignations. An instructor'or assistan~ professor who
wishes to resign from the faculty shall' normally give notice not
less,:!:han three months before the expipa{~.9n of his contract. An
assoc:;i'ate or full professor shall normaTi'Y' give not less than four
mont~s' notice.
Any faculty member may'properly request that this
requirement be waived in case of hardship or if he feels that observ~
ance might deny him substantial professional advancement.
;P.;;

-:

~

\4l:

.,. ,

~~,

.;.

A faculty member may properly give notice within ten days afteX'
receiving his contract (1) if it is not in his hands in time for him
to meet the a~ove requirements and (2) if he is not satisfied with
'
the termsapd.:' conditions of the offered contract.
. ,
.~~:\'

Section 61(

I

Termination of Services of Faculty Member with Tenure •
•.<.{,"
".'
.,.....t,
t', ... ·.l,ic ..... 1..

~

(a)
Th~;~;s';e!i~ices 'of a fac'ult."y member having tenure shal~ be
termin!3-ted 6nly',f,otr,.·aa.'~quate cause, except at the normal reti'r:ement
age or unde.r,\ext'ita9rclinary circuIXI.stances due to demonstrably bona
fide finah¢ial' ,exigencies of the uni versi ty.
.'
. . ........ .
. '. .
.

.,.'

.

~

~.

.', .
;" '.~ I •

". ". ". ~
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I

(b)
Except in cases of admission or conviction of a serious
violation of the criminal code, the services of a faculty member with
tenure shall be, terminated only in accordance with the procedures
outlined in this statement of policy.
If the facult~ member claims
his violation does not constitu'te adequate cause for dismissal, he
shall be entitled to the fullp~Qcedures outlined in this policy.
(c)
No terminat'ion ,p;i:-oceedf~g based on academic 'incompetence
shall be instituted against a',facul ty member with tenure unless the
faculty member has been informed in writin~r"of. his alleged shortcomings and has been given a reasonable period of time in which to
remedy them.
(d)
Except in the case of admission or conviction of a serious
violation of the criminal code which is found by the Ac.ademic Freedom
and Tenure Committee to constitute~ adequate cause for dismissal, the
faculty member shall be given a written notice of intention to terminate, with the reasons therefor, twelve months in advance of the
'
proposed: termination date.

I

(e)
If a tenure appointment is terminated because of a demonstrably bona fide financial exigency of the University~ the released
faculty member's place will not be filled by a replacement for a
period of two years, unless the released faculty member has declined
an offered reappointment with'at least his previous rank and salary.
.
~
"

','

Section 7.

Suspension,.

Suspension of a faculty member during the

proceeding~ involving him shall be justified 6nly if harm to himself

or others lS threatened by his continu~nce.
law, any such suspension shall be with'pay.

Section 8.

Unless prohibited by

Preliminary Proceedi~g~.

(a)
When a question arises concerning the ~ermination of the
services of a faculty member who has tenure,'
President shall
ordinarily discuss the matter ,with the f~culty member in personal
conference.
(Such question shall,,~o:pnally b~1 initiated in ,the
faculty member I s department.) Th~}:'ni.a,tter rnay:'be concluded,'by mutual
consent, at this point.
""t.';;::': "
.. ..,.

,'-tne:

/<

'

,

,~

(b)
If the matter, is''l1o:l: so conclu'ded, the Faculty Advisory
Commi ttee shall b~ ','callE?d:"into operation by' the President. The
Facul ty Advisory corninit:t~e" shaJ;l privately consult with the President,
the faculty member, and others, and sha'll, proceed informally to .
effect an adjustment:- i,f 'possible. If an adjustment is not made, the
Faculty Advisory Committee shall recommend whether in its view formal
proceedings to consider'dismissal should be instituted. The recommendations s.:nall be seni;:, 't'o the faculty member and to the President.
"

I

(c)"

If the Faculty Advisory'Committee recommends that such prosh6yld be ,instituted, or if the President, notwithstanding
areC:,orilnlendation of the Faculty Advisory Committee against such proceedings I decides that action should be ini t.t'ated, such action shall
be conduc~ed under the procedure established in this Statement of
Policy.
ceeding~

I~
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I
(a). A statement giving, with reasonable particularity, the'
grounds for the dismissal;
(b)
A,statement that the Committee on Academic Freedom and
Tenure will conduct a . hea,ring, on the charges;
(c)
A' stat~mentofthe'''time and place for the hearing, such't,'ime
being set by the Comm1ttee on Academic Freedom and Tenure to permit
the faculty,'·member sufficient opportunity to prepare his defense;
,
(d)
A copy :6f the pertinent uni versi ty...:,:·'-re9u'lations and Sta~'e~:'
statutes governi'ng his J?rocedu'ral and ~ubstant~ye rights as a
.<
faculty member.
....'.
"')

:

',"'.'

..

~

...,

Section 10. Written Answer. Not lesi t1).ap'two weeks before the date
set for the hearing, the faculty memper.sb.all submit to the President
and to the Chairman of the Committe:e' on Academic Freedom and Tenure
his'wri tten answer to the charges .?" "
.'.'-

Section 11.
and Tenure.

.:.

Proceedings Before fhe'~ommittee on Academic Freedom
. ..

.

~ ,(

.

.~~i

(a)
If the faculty member does not answer trh:~"'PJ;esident's statement of grounds, the Committee shall consider whether , the stated
grounds constitute adequate cause for dismissal.
If the Committee
finds that the stated grounds do constitute adequate cause, it may
conclude, without further inquiry, that the dismissal would be
proper.

I

In' its discretion, the Committee may investigate the truth of the
charges and request that the President present proof thereof.
The Committee shall fo'rward its decision, with reasons stated,
to the President and to the faculty member. '
,.~..

'.

",'.~:}'

(b)· If the faculty member submits an answer, as contemplated in
[Section 10, the following procedures shall be followed:

(i) The Committee, in consultation

~ith the President and
the faculty member, shall exercise its independent
jU,.dgment concerning the public or private natu-i'e of the
hea.:J:"ing. The faculty member's request that the hea.rings
:pe 'piievate, however, shall be binding on the>"Commi ttee.
(ii) ,If any facts are in dispute, testimony of witnesses and
other evidence shall be r e c e i v e d . , : : ' ......
( iii) The President shall have the option of attending,the
hearing. The faculty member 'and the President 'shall·'
have the option of being rep'resented by couns'el or ,.?3n
adviser, or both.
'.. " ,'"
.....

. "".'''..

I
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..

(iv) The hearing sliall normally proceed as follows:
(a)
presentation of the evidence in support of the statement of grounds; (b) the faculty member's evidence in
answer; (c) the rebuttal evidence; (d) the faculty
member's rebuttal evidence; (e) closing arguments. If
the circumstances warrant, the Committee may vary the
normal order of proceeding.
.
(v) The faculty member and the President, ~heir representa~
tives, and Committee members shall have the right, within reasonable limits, to question all witnesses who
.
testify orally.
(vi.) The Committee, if it deems it desirable, may proceed
independently to secure the presentation of evidence at
the hearing.
(vii) A verbatim record of the proceeding shall be kept and
made available to the parties concerned. The cost of
such record shall be borne by the University.
(viii) If the faculty member's academic competence is
questioned, the proof before the Committee shall be
insufficient unless it includes testimony of teachers
and other scholars, either from the University or from
other' institutions, and it shows that
.. ~~
(1) the faculty member's academic performance has','
.' deteriorated since he received tenure; and
:. ;
(2) his academic performance is now typically
unsatisfactory.
(ix) The faculty member shall have the aid of the University
.:'~
Administration and the Committee, when needed, in
...;::~
securing the attendan~e of witnesses and ,in .obtaining
information necessary to his defense.
(x) Except as provided in' this paragraph, the parties shall
have the opportuni.ty' to be confronted at the hearing by
all wi tn~s,ses adver'se to them. When it is impossible
fo~ eit~~~·party.to secure the attendance of a witness
at the hearing, his statement which is to be introduced
at the hearing shall be reduced to writing and signed
by him, and shall be disclosed to the other party sufficiently in advance to permit such other party to
interrogate the witness before the hearing. If the
other party fails to interrogate the witness wi thin:~' a
reasonable time or if he does interrogate the witness.
andt4e replies of the witness are reduced to writing
and signed by him,the original statement together with
the replies, if. 'any, shall be admissible in the hearing.
(xi):.. The Committee shall not be required to follow fom aJ,~
court procedures or judicial rules of evidence.
~

<.

1

I

Section 12.
and Tenure.

Consideration of Matter by Committee on Academic Freedom

(a) . In the' usual case, the Committee shall await the availability
''of a verbatim'record of the hearing before proceeding to a decision.
):t may' request or accept written briefs from the parties. Where
"Ie Commit~ee feels that a just decision can be' reached in the absence
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."

of a verbatim record, .it may, in its discretion, render a decision
without waiting for it •. ', In all c~ses, except in hearings instituted
by faculty members and admiI).istrative.personnel under Sectiqn"s 14
and IS of this policy, the .tCommi ttee.. shall render its decision with
full consideration of the fact that the university Administration
has the burden of proving.its case. The Committee shall reach its
conclusions in executive session.·

I

(b)
The Corrmittee shall make specific findings of fact supporting
its conclusions on each of the grounds for removal presented. A
reasoned opinion normally shall accompany the findings and conclusions.
(c)
The President and the faculty member shall be notified'of
'the Committee's decision in writing and shall be given copies qf the
findings, conclusions, and opinion.
(d)
In the discretion of the Committee, publicity concerning the
Committee's decision may properly be withheld until consideration has
been given to the case by the Regents.
Section 13.

Consideration of Matter by the Regents.

(a) At the request of either the faculty member or
the Regents shall review the case. The Regents' review
based on the record of the hearing before the Committee
Freedom and Tenure, accompanied by opportunity for oral
argument by the principals or their representatives.

the President,
shall ;,'be " .. l'
on Academic;
and ...wri tten;
, '.
.
~

"

~;:

I

(b)
The Regents will normally abide by the Committee's. decision.
If the Regents disagree with the Committee, the proceedings shall be
returned to the Committee with objections specified. The ,Committee
shall reconsider the case, following procedures hereinbefore specified
for the original hearing, taking account of the stated objections
and receiving new evidence if necessary. After reconsideration, the
Committee shall frame its decision and communicate it in the same
manner as before. After study of the Committee's reconsideration,
accompanied by opportunity for oral and written argument by the
principals or their representatives, the Regents shall make a final
decision.
Section 14.: Academic Freedom of Non-Tenure Faculty Members. All
members of the faculty, including those without tenure, are entitled
to academic·! freedom. Notwithstanding :thecUniversity' s wide di:scretiop
in the dismissal of non-tenure faculty"members, the~University,
recognizes that such a dismissal may violate such faculty member's
academic freedom. If a faculty member without permanent tenur~
alleges that a decision to terminate his appointment or to deny him
tenure is caused by considerations violating academic freedom, the· .
following procedures shall be followed:
.
(a) At the faculty member's request, the ma.tter may be submitted
to informal adjustment as provided in Section 8, foregoing.

I

.',li0
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I

.

.; .:' $.\-

(b)' If;"such informal adjustment does no~ satisfy the faculty
member, he may' then request a formal nearing before the Committee
on Academic Freedom and:Tenure and submit a written waiver of the
traditiona"I right of non;..tenure teachers that the grounds upon
which they have been released shall not normally be' made a matter
of public record.
.
(c) The faculty member shall then be entitled to the procedure
for adjudication set forth in Sections 11, 12 and 13, foregoing,
except that
(i) the non-tenure faculty member shall be responsible for
stating the grounds on which he bases his allegations;
(ii) th~ •.normal order of proof established in Section 11
, "".':;(BY.:.:.('iv), shall be adjusted accordingly; and
(ii'i)
the Committee shall recommend a reversal of the termination only if it is shown that improper considerations clear~y affected the decision not to retain
him.
,.
r,;ir::\

.

,

Section 15:~i: Violations of Academic Freedom.

"

.l't

'.'

(a).' Non-termination Violations. Any time a faculty member
believes', that his academic freedom has been violated he. may ava.il .
himself of the informal' adjustment procedures established in S'ection
8. If such informal adjustment does not satisfy him, he may thep'
request a· ,formal hearing before the Committee on Academic Freedom
, and Tenure. Upon such request, the faculty member shall be enti.~led
to the procedure for adjudication established in Sections 11, l2(and
13 except that he shall be responsible for stating and proving tne
grounds on which he bases his allegation and the normal order o~~
pr09f established in Section 11 (b) (iv) shall be adjusted accor~
ingly. If.' the Committee finds that improper considerations clearly
affected the ac~ion complained of, it shall recommend appropriate
remedial action~
,
I

I

(b) Admtnistrative Personnel. Administrative personnel who
hold aeademic rank shall have available, with reference to the
termination):>f their appointments as administrators, the rights
conferred on non-tenure faculty members in Section 14.
Section 16. Report of Violations. Seeming violations of academic
,freedom anywhere on campus may properly be brought to the attention
'of the Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee by anyone. In such
instances, the Committee-.,shall 'ascertain whether the person or
'persons involved in ~he .aJ,leged violation wish to. pursue any of the
procedures set forth:·J,Ij~',thi.s document. If not, the Committee shall
then decide what:?t~~r course'to follow.

I

Section 17. In~~l~~~arYRetirement. No faculty member shall be
retired involuntarily prior to the normal retirement age unless
authorizeq: by statute" and unless
(a) the faculty memger is eligible for retirement benefits
immediately..:,upon such retirement; and

466·
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·(b)

adequate cause as
•

(c)

•

:-

oA

~e;Einedherein
•

\"

is shown; and

I

;..

the proced~r~s.est.:a:~lishedherein" are followed.
. .>'. .

'.

......

;'"

Section 18. Adequate c~u~e for Involuntary Retirement. Adequate
cause for involuntary retirement of a faculty member shall exist
only
(a~i if the faculty member's physicgl or:m~ntal health has
·c .... ' . .
deteriorated to such an extent thi;l.t. he current'ly is'\1nable satis..=:'··;.";.
factorily to perform normal 1:;.J:'l~ching duties; and ' , .'.
' .,X
... t;.• • :-'

I

•

.

... •

~.'

(b) if it is determined'" that such disability is' -likely to persis~/~
until he reaches the normal retirement age. ~.
". ~

: Section 19.

procedure'sL,fbr"

-r~'t:olunta::ry'~~tirement.

(a)
If the,. President believes that adequate cause exists to' .
rec<;>mmend the·::\~~.p,:"yo~~I1~<~lyretirem~nt of ~,.faculty member, he 07di:--:."
narl.ly shall dl.scuss· 'tne matter Wl. th th.e "faculty member, and, l.n the
President's.dil:3cre~l.on, with member~of the faculty member's family.
If the faculty.. member .then decides·"t'o reti're voluntarily, he shall
notify the Preside,.I:l~' .~~i;writing .and tl1e:'matter shall bectosed •
.~
.:.rt.,~/·, <1'." -".
~::...."'. ..
". ... .
.'
..
(b)
If tpe fgcu'lty ,memA~:r' dete:rntines not to re.tire:~ the President shall r.§fer',the matter,:>to tl~e Faculty;t:Administrative Advisory
Commi ttee for.i ts consideration:)and recommendation,.' .
•

.

' ; \ . . '

#...'. ...

::~~::'

, ... ,,)'"

.10:'

."

I

.'

••

(c)
The procedures oefo:re'the Fa:culty-Aqrnl.nistrative Advisory
Commi ttee shall be as follC?ws: /'
.'
: .;~;(;'
,
'\ (i)
The Commi tte~': sha;l:l discu:ss:1~'phe mC'!;tter informally with
.~
the presideJ}'t and th~::fa6uitymeIrt})er,andwithother '
"
persons sqggested 1?y.'::the:·,Presidem:t... or th~. faculty
membe·r.:;·
:..:,"';.,:<~ ...~,' ..... ....
.:'
If, after such discuss~onSt the Committe~ believes that
.. probable' caus~.':exists'''·t0 re'tire the· f a'cliffty member, the
~.,·..:Committee sha~h arraIl..ge!~ .with· the faculty' member for his
:'?;;~ .complete medical exanii'llation under the supervision of a
~~~;",physician qUalified by',the Educational Retirement Board.
The faculty member then sha+l arrange to be examined
and have a. written report d~tailing the findings and
conclusions of the examination forwarded to the
Committee chairman. The University shall bear the
cost of such examination. The faculty member may
submit any additional medical or other reports he
considers .p~rtinent.
(iii)
On the ba~~s of the informal discussions and of any
reports submitted, the Committee shall make recommendations concerning the proposed involuntary retirement'and state reasons therefor.. Such recommendations
shall be sent to the faculty member and the President.
:.(iv) If the Committee recommends against the involuntary
:"'!:
, rfilt"ir.ement~ .the .mat.ter normally shall be carried no
..... fur'fhe't.' 'If the Committee's recommendation favors

/1:

. '-y

, ;.~

. I
I

I
!

. I

I

,'
~
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involuntary.·retirement, or if the President, notwi thstanding a recornmendatiqn of the Committee favorable
to the faculty member, deci'de's' that ..tpe involuntary
retirement should proceed, action to retire him
invo~untarily shall be commenced before the Committee
on Academic Freedom and Tenure.

I

(d)". In -such a9tion the Committee on Academic Freedom and Tenure
shall fo]).ow the·,.procedures e~tablished in this statement of policy
dealing with dismissal. The decision of the Committee on Academic
Freedom ~hd Tenure shall be reviewable by the Regents in the manner
provided in Section 13.
. ...

ell~ible

(e!)
Since the faculty member is
to retire, it is
expected that he will receive ret~rement pay, whatever the means of
his separation from the Univer~~ty. (Opinion of the Attorney General
#60-217.)
:.; . '.
.

...' .

~

~

~ection

(a)

I

I

20.

Committee on Academic Freedom and Tenure.

Composition of Committee.
(i)
The Faculty Committee: on Academic Freedom and Tenure
shall consist of nine regular members and five alternates, all of whom shall be members of the Voting
Faculty with tenure. For the Eurpose of this section,
members of the Voting Faculty shall include neither
depa.rtmen;ta:l chairmen nor others designated as exofficio,,'members of the Voting Faculty in Article I,
section 1, (b) of the,Paculty Constitution.
(ii)
Not more than one m~mber of any department shall serve
as a regular meml:;>eir or an alternate on the Committee
at the same time:"
(iii)
The Committeema.y appoint its own counsel. The Universi ty shall bear the cost of the services of such"
coun~el •

. (b) '. Nominati6ns. Nominat,ions shall be made from the floor at the
regular faculty meeting preceding the :'election meeting. . Addi ti'onal
names maY'be placed in nominatio,nbywritten petition signed by five
members of th.e.. 'Voting Faculty preserited to ·the Faculty Secretary at
least ten da:if:{ before the schedu:led election, meeting. The agenda for
the election, meeting shall conta,in the names' and depart~en~s of all
nominees.
~
. . ':~ ~. '
(c) .::,;. Election. Election of regular Cornrni ttee members and al ternates sh~.;tl be he'ld at a regular faculty. me.et;L:ng during the second
semester 'ofeach academic year~. : E'lection' ()f; regular membe'rs and alterna.tes shall be by a single preterential b~llot. RegularCommittee
members and alternates shoula be elected because of their known independence and objectivity and because they can be expe~~ed to exercise
an informed ju.dgment concerning the teaching and . ,research qualifications of' other' faculty members. . '
.. ,::," .... \ .

.....
.,'
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(d)

(e)

Term.
(i)
The term of service ..shall be two years for regular
Committee members and one year for alternates. No
regular Committee member shall serve more than two
consecutive two-year terms.
Present members of the'
Committee shall serve until their terms expire.
The
term of service shall commence at the start of the
academic year following rilection.
(ii)
Terms of regular Committee members shall be staggered l
with five regular members being elected in evennumbered years and four regular members being elected
in odd-miI1lbered years.

I

Duties. The Committee shall
(i)
discharge "the functions assigned to it under the provisions of this statement of policy,
(ii)
from time to time review this statement of policy and
recommend appropriate changes in it;
(iii)
recommend approval or disapproval of applicati6ns for
sabbatical leave,
(iv)
make recommendations for appropriate changes in the
sabbatical leave policy of the Univers.i ty.

(f)
Alternates.
The a.lternates shall particiate in substitution
for regular Committee members only when
.
(i)
a regular committee member is directly involved in the
matter being considered;.
"
"
(ii)
the Commi t;tee is considering ,a matter dir~.9tly involv,~;'
ing a departmental colleague of a regular Committee' .
member, or
,. .
(iii)
a regular Committee member disqualifies himself because
of his possible bias or prejudice against one of the\
sides in the' prospective hearing or is otherwise
incapable of; serving.

I
,

1

Al ternates shall be' ca;lled to serve on the Committee on the
basis of a drawing by lot. made by the remaining:.regular Committee
members. An alternate shal;L: not participate in ."the prospective
hearing if by reason of the: provisions of. this subsection he would
be disqualified if he were,. a ~eguL~r member of t:pe Committee.
~ .

.)

(g), Ad Hoc Hearing Committee.
If .py reason of disqualification
of regular Commi t·tee mernbe~,s and alternates under subsection (f) 1
above 1 the number of regula,r Committee members and alternates remain7'"
ing to hear th,e" particular matter falls below five l the Faculty Committee on Academi'c Freedom and Tenure shall be disqualified from hearing
the matter. -"In that' event the Policy Committee shall draw by lot a
nine-member~ .ad hoc hearing committee composed of faculty members who
qualify under theprovisioris of this section a,nd who a,re not disqualified,~y reason of the provisions of subsection (f)1 above.

I
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Se·ction·>2l. The Faculty Advisory Committee. The Faculty Advisory
Cornmitt~~ shall consist of the three members-at-large of the Policy
committ~e who are elected by the general f~culty.

I '
,

Section ,22. The FacultY~Adminis'~i/~t{ve'Advisory Commi ttee. The
Facul ty-pdministrati ve Advisory Commi t,te'e shall consist of the
three members of the 'Facul ty Advisory ,:Comrni ttee and two persons
appointed by the 'President.
$ection23. Effective Date. T~is policy shall become effective
immediately after approval bY.'.,'the Faculty and approval by the
Regents and shall supersede' a'll-previous action or statements of
policy relative to academic,'freedom and tenure, except that the
probationary periods-estabrished in Section 3 (a) shall apply only
to faculty members hired afte£::,the effective date of this policy.
The probationary period of 'ta¢~ity members holding probationary
appointments at the time this!policy goes into effect will be
governed by previous arr~gements subject to possible change ~n
accordance with Section '3-, (p) ,of this policy. The provisions of
Section 4 as to period :0t:'ri6t1.ce shall become effective as of July
l, 1964. Until that date' th~> not.ice provisions of the previous
policy shall remain in effe!c,t\
". )::<
J":''';''

I

··.·,1

','

:

I
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-
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..... '" "._ /:1-

The purpose of this st'atement is to 'promote pubiic understanding
and support of academic freedom ~nd.~enure·and agreement upon pro- ,
cedures to assure them in colleges and universities.
Institutions'· of
higher education are conducted for the common good and not to further
the irit~rest' of either the individual teach~r2 or the institution as
a whole. The commqn good depends upon the free search for truth and
its free exposi~~"Op,i
.;
..
Academic;.f'reedom is essential tor,hes'e purpose~::'and applies to
both teaching' and research. Freedom.i.n research is fundamental to
the advancement ,of truth. Acade'rn,i:c freedom ;:Ln its teaching aspect
is fundamental for the protectiort of the~xigh~s of the teacher ih ~
teaching and of the student to 'freedom
learning.
It carries with
it duties correlat~ve with rights.
"

;,'

,"

in

Tenure is a means to' ce~ta'in ends: speci.fically:
(1) .Freedom
of teaching and reseCirch.. and'- of 'extramural activities, and (2) A .
sufficient degree of ecbp9mj,csecurity to make the profession attractive to men and women ~f·abil~ty. Freedom and economic $ecurity,
hence tenure, are;'- :!tndispen~'able to the success of an il1sti tution in
fulfilling its obligat:ioI?-s.to its students and to society.

.

,~.

r

; :y

.

'

....

'

"

.

·'bs;~deI!lis-.Xr~g.2,!ll

I

;

(a)
The teacher 'is 'entitled to full freedom in research and in
the publication:oi the .re$ults, subject to the adequate performance
of his other academic~ du~ies: but research for pecuniary return
should be based:u~on' an ,understanding with the authorities of the
ins'titution.
(b)
The teacher is entitled to freedom in the classroom in discussing his subJect, but he should be careful not to introduce into
his teaching controversial matter which has no relation to his subject~
Limit~tions of academic freedom because of religious or other
aims of the institution should be clearly sta·ted in·:w.r.iting at the
time of the appointment.
-~
(c)
The college. or university teacher is a citizen, a member
of a learned profession, and an officer of an educational in~titution.
When he speaks or writes as a citizen, he should be free fr9m institutional censorship or discipline, but his special positign' in the
community imposes special obligations. As a man of learning and an
educational officer, he should remember that the public may judge
his profession and his institution by his utterances. Hence he should

lApproved by MC and AAUP in 19.41 •.
2The word:" teacher" as used in thi's document is understood to
include the investigator who is attach~d to an acad~mic institutio~c
without teaching duties.
. t.t

"

..

#

•

•

(
\

I.'
V

I
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:

at all times,be accu~ate,'should'\~xercise appropriate restraint.
should show."respect .for theopinidns of others, and should make
every effort to indicate that .. he is not an institutional spokesman.
t'.

(d)
At the University of New Mexico the. ,teacher recognizes
that he is responsible for ,the maintenance of appropriat~ 'standards
of scholarship and teaching performance:" aimed at the 'goal of train-,
ing the students to think for themselves. While the students have
a right to know the teacher's point of view on'relevant controversial subjects, the teacher has an obligation to set forth fairly
and flearly the divergent opinions of o~her scholars, so that
the students may reach rational 'and ipdependent conclusions.*
~

~

" (e) , The efficient operation ofa,I1y'insti tution requires
coopera.tion among its per:sonnel.' 'The' ,1;:eacher agrees, therefore,
to abi.de~' by all regulat:.i9~s o,f th.e UI;ll:versi ty, consistent wi th
this' ;p,ol~cy, and to per,fqrm to.:the:'~est of his:abili ty such
reaso.na151~ duties as (;{r~"~ssicjnea"to him.. by· authorized Universi ty
' . l' s. *
",'t'.:
o ff ~c~a
.. >' , <,'
..........

.

.

>~

" •. /~'

r..

Academic;"<Tenure
.':'.

I

.~

,

"

'

. . (a)
After the expiration' of a "probationary period teachers ,or
l.nves'tigators should have perman,ento'r continuous tenure, and their
services should be terminated only for adequate cause, except in the
case of retirement for age'; q.i~ \mder extraordinary circumstances
because of financial exigencies.
. -:
~.

.~

In the interpretati'~:m ofthil:) "principle it is understood that
the following repre.sent:s,· acceptable academic practice:
:;' ;'
.
(1)
The precise;, terms and conditions of every appointment
should be st;ated i.n;,~writing and be in the possession ~f bot.h
insti tution .~:and teac::her bef~re the appointment is con.surornated.
~.'

t t;

•

~

,.,;

•

-.' .

~"

(2)
'B~ginningwith appointment to the ra.nk of full-time
instructor., "or a higher rank" the probationary 'period should not
exceed "~~Y.en·.years., inc~i.i:4'ing wi thin this period full-time
servi,ce ·in aIr. inst'i tutipns of higher education; but subject to
the pr'oviso that when, 'after a term of probationary service of more
than fhree y~ars in one or more institutions, a teacher is called
to another institution i t rnay~";be aqref.~d in writing that his new
appQin'cment is for a proba"t7-:~,?1}'?iry period of not more t1:.i.1i:1 four
years, even though tpereby.. ·tlle' person s total probationary period
in the academic profess'ti:m, is extended beyond the normal mc::.ximum of
seven ye:~F.s. Notice shou'lo. be given at least one year prior to
the expiiation.of the prc.bafionary period if the teac;;er is not to
be continued 'in service after the 'expiration of that period.
I

~

"

During tll~" probationary period a teacher should have the
freedomtha:t"
Clli other m(~mbe:cs of the faculty have .
.;"

I

'"

"

.:

*Sub~e:ctiori's' ,('d) and (e) were addl-)d upon· the approval of the Policy
of 'i'ca:demic Freedom and Tenure;"by the Uni versi ty of New Mexico
in 1964 ~ .
...:."",......
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(4)
TerminatJ.on for cause of a' continuous appointment, or the
dismissal for cause of a teacher previous to the expiration of a
term appointment, should, if possible, be considered by both
f'acul ty commi,ttee and the governing 'board of the institution.
In all cases where the facts are in dispute the accused teach~r
should be informed before the hearing in writing of the charges
against him and should have the opportunity to be heard in'his, own
defense by all bodies that pass judgment upon his case. He should
be permitted to have with him an adviser of his own choosing who
may act as'co.unsel. There should be a full stenographic record 'o.t
the hearing'iavailable to the parties concerned.
In the hearing 6f
charges of incompetence the testimony should include that of
teachers and other scholars, either from his own or from other
insti tutions. Teachers on continuous appointment who ,are dism~ssed
for reasons not invol vihg;.moral turpitude should receive their '
salaries for at least' a." year from the, date of notifica~~,on of d,ismissal whether or riot, they are continued in their dutie'~: at the',
institution.

a;

~

".:

(5)
Teimin~tion of a continuous appointment becaus~ of
financial exi'geI!cy should be demonstrably bona fide.
:;'
INTERPRETATIONS

i

"

... ,. ...'.

"

..

,'I'

I

At the conference of representatives of the American ~SSOCla~lun
of Uni~ersity Professors and of the Association of American Co11~ges
on November":7'-8, 1940, th~·\',{6·ilowing. interpretations of' the 1940.J
Statement qf' Principles on'!" Academip" Freedom and Tenure were agreed
upon:
' '. :~.
"~
;i{7~f
''-'l~\ .•

'J'

(1),,,'t;'l That its opera'tion'slfould not: be retroactive.
,:,

:1~

1;\'·

"

't,

'f

(2);/ That all tenure'claims of teachers appointed prior to,:the
endorsement should be deterrni,ned in/~ccordance with th~ p~incipl~s
set forth in the 1925 Conference St'atement on Academic<:Fre'edom and
Tenure.
(3)
If the administration ot~' a college or universi t;y feels ."
that a teacher has not observed:-the 'a'dmoni tions of Par'agraph (c) of
the section on Pcademic'Freedom and~believes that the extramural
utterahces of' the 'teacher have been such as to raise grave doubts,
concerning 1).is fi tne,ss, for his position, it may:,proceed to file",
charges under Paragtaph (a) (4) of the section on Academic Tenure.
In pressing such charges the administration should remember that
teachers are citizens and should be accorded the freedom of
citizens;' In such cases the administration must assume full
responsibility and the American Association of University
Professors and 'the Association of American. Colleges are free
to make an investigation.,'
"

I

,I

'.
---

--------

"'-'

-",;,

.
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I

·'f..':-O':!:j.} .

(A·~A. U. P. "Bulletin, J~;e~,'" '1958)

.- .

.'r·

.

,

Insti tutions of higher education are conduc.ted -for the common
good and not to further the interest of either the individual teacher
or administrator, or even of the individual institution •. The policy
of an institution for the retirement of faculty members and administrators' and its plan for their insurance benefi,t:,s and retirement
annui ties should be slich as to increase the. e·f·fecti veness of· its services as an edqca,tional agency. Specifically,.. this policy and plan'
should be sucp as to attract individuals· p:hthe highest abilities t.o
educational work, to sustain the mora+e 6:f the faculty, to permit
facu,l ty members with singleness of purpos~,·to devote their energies
to serving their institution, and to ma;k~"'it possible in a socially
acc'eptable manner to discontinue the services of members of the
faculty when their usefulness is undermined by age .

.

~"

The fo·llowing is recommended pracfr'ce:

.
T.he
/ ;'

..

~.~; ...:

:

1.'
retirement policy and annuity plan of an institution, as
well as it~s insurance program" should 'be clearly defined and be well
understood by both the faculty and the administration of the institution. '~:.
.

I

"

.

:-1:

t:

2. ,.~T'f.i;~ institution should have a .·fixed and relatively late
retiremep'tr age, the same for teachers and administrators.
The length
'of traini:h:g of college teachers, thej,r longevity and their health
generally are such that in the presen't: circumstances the desirable
fixed retirement age woulq' ,appear tobe from sixty-seven to seventy.
3. Circumstances th'at may seem to justify the involuntary retirement of a teacher ,or,~dministrator before the fixed ret.irement
age should in all cases be'l.considered by a joint facul ty-administrati ve committee of the in'stl:t.ution. This committee should preferably
be a. standing committee, b~:!:' in the consideration of specific cases,
no interested person should"be permitted to participate in its deliberations.
(The above ii.~6~:meant to indicate that the' involuntary
return of an admiri'istrator ·to teaching duties need be regarded as a
retirement.)
4. The recall ot\'..teachers on reti·red .sta,tus should be without
• tenure and on an ~nn'u~l" appointment. Such recall should be used only
where the service,'s i'1I'~eclearly needed. and ·where the .:j.ndi vidual is in
g'ood mental and physical heal th ~
It.' may be for pa,rt;:'or for full time.
Such recall should be rare where the retirement age',::is as late as 70.

5. The institution should
provide for a system of retirement
..
.'.
annuities.
.J
~..

I

.-'

Such a system shou,lq.:':,
(a) B~~:,fi:narrceq.. py contributions made during the period of
active serv£6e"/byboth the individual and the institution . .

Appendix II, page 2.
(b) Be participated in.by all full-time faculty members who have
attained a c~rtain fixed age, not later than 30':
. (c)
Be planned to provide in normal circums.t'ances and in so far
as possible for a retirement life annuity (including Federal Old Age
and Survivors Insurance benefits) equivalent in purchasing power to.
approximately 50% of the average salary over'the last 10 years o,f
se:rvice if the retirement is at 70, and a somewhat higher percentage
if the fixed retirement age is younger.

I

(d) Ensure that the full amount. of the individual I ~(,a:"nd the
institution I s contribution, with the" accumula.ti'ons there'on, be vested
in the individual, available as a benefit in' case of death while in
service, and with no forfeiture in case of withdrawal or dismissal
from the institution.
," :;,.( e)
Be such that the' indi'-G'idUq.l may not withdraw his equity in
cash "but only in the form of an anrpii ty. ,~((To'avoid administrative
expense, exception might bemade:ifOr ve~y:'small accumulations in an
inactive account.)
Except when they. a:re small, death benefits to a
widow should be pa id in the' form o~" an annui ty .
6. When a new retirement pqlicy or annuity plan is initiated or
an old one changed, reasonable provision either by special financial
arra~gements or by the gradual. inauguration of the new plan should be
made,for those adversely affected.
,

. 7.
It is desirable for the insurance program of an institution
to include the following:
(a)
Life insurance on a group basis, in addition to
benefits under Federal Old Age and Survivors Insurance.
(b)Irisur~rice for m~dical expenses,
(ca tastrophic) .,insurance.
,",..

I

~urvivors'

inclUding major medical

\

·t

•

":.

~.

..

(c) ~1Disab..i;1'ity insurance, covering long-term total disability
for any OccuPCl:1;iion for which the staff member is reasonably fitted,
and paying.~a~f7salary up to a reasonable maximum during disability
before retireme,nt as well as continuing contributions toward a retirement annuity. "

....

",.,

I

~"!"L:""':"

• .~t: ~-
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1958 STATEMENT ON

I

PRQCEDURAL STANDARDS IN FACULTY DISMISSAL PROCEEDI~GS
,
'

..

. ""

.:

,foreword

:

:

I

. The following Statement on Procedural" Standards in Faculty rhsmissal Proceed:i;.ngp,. has..obeen;,.p:r;.epared by a joint committee represen·ting the As~.o.c·i~'t:ion of America.p'J;,:~o.lleges and the American Associat:'io.n
of Universi.ty 'P~9fessors. . It is Intended to supplement the 1940 '
.
Statement 'of Princlp'le's>,:'on Academic Freedom and Tenure by providing ','.:'
a formulation of the··",academic due process" that should be observed. 'I::
in dismissal procee~i!lgs. 5.owever, the exact procedural standards
.~ "
here set fortl"i::" are not iritended to establish a nor~' in the same
manner as the;"1940 S'tfC!-tement of Princ'i'ples of Acade!TIic Freedom and
'.'
Tenure, :put are presented rather as
guide •.• ~"
('The Statement was
approveq by The Association of Amer~can Colleges in :January, 1958,
and by the American Association of University Professors in April,
1958.) : . , .
'
'.
Introductory Comments
"
,
I

a:

,

~

.~

..

.

.

"

Any a~proach toward settl~rig yhe difficulties which have beset
dismi,ssal proceedings on manY',Amer;lcan campuses must look beyond
proc~dure into setting and cause.! A dis~issal proceeding is a
symptom of' failure; no amount of, use of removal process will help
strength~h 'higher education·as.fuuch as will the cultivation of
conditions" in ~which dismissal~:'rarely if ever need occur.
·t"

.

,.

<

Just as ~peboard of control or other governing body is the
legal and f~scal corporation of the college, the faculty are the
academic entity. Historically, the academic corporation is the
older. Faculties were formed in the Middle Ages, with managerial
affairs either self-arranged or handled in course by the parent
church. Modern college faculties, on the other hand, are part of a
complex and extensive structure requiring legal incorporation, with
stewards and managers specifically appointed to discharge certain
functions.
Nonetheless, the faculty of a modern college constitute a~,
entity as real as that p$ the faculties of medieval times, in~terms
of collective purpose~rid' function. A necessary pre-condition of a
strong faculty is that'.::.'1t have first-hand concern with its own
'
membership. This is -properly reflected both in appointments to and in
separations f~b~
the faculty body.
'
.~ .
'~~_.•~ ..
.

A well-:,.9J~anize.c;l :\nstitution will reflect sympathetic undero;;
standing by,:;,>;t:..ruste~s .,and teachers alike of their respective and com. plementary;;;.:roles ../ These shol.lld be spelled out carefully. in wr i ting
and made ,~~.\ 7ailab.fe :1:'0 all. Trustees and faculty should understand
and agre;~,' ~n -t:hei;,::/several functions in determining who shall join
and who'.spa'1.tt:rE!main on the faculty. One of the prime duties of the
administ't,atpr is to help preserve under.standing of those functions.
It seems~ c:!l:ecfr on the Americi=ln coliege scene that 'a close positive
relationship exists.betwee;n. the excellence··of colleges, the
strength: 'of their facU;lties~,. :and the extent, pf fac\.l:L ty' respons ibil ity
J

I

",

C'

.:t.•. , .•.•", ..

'.

)
I

\
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in determining·faculty'membership.
Such a condition is in no wise
inconsistent withfull;··facu.l-.ty awareness of institutional factors
with which governing boards'mq$t be primarily concerned.
f:...
'.
In the effective cOllege,~a ~ismissal proceeding involving a
faculty member on tenure,. or one occurring during the term of an
appointment will be a rare exception, caused by individual human
weakness ·and not by an unhealthful setting. When it does come,
however, the'college should be prepared for it, so that both institutional integrity and individual human rights may be preserved
during the process of resolving the trouble. The faculty must be
willing to recommend the dismissal of a colleague when necessary.
By the .same token, president p and governing boards must be willing
to giv~ full weight to a faculty jUdgment favorable to a colleague.
.

I

I

" One persistent source df difficulty is the definition of adequate cause for the dismissal of a faculty member. Despite the 1940
Statement of Principles on Academic Freedom and Tinure and subsequent
attempts to build upon it, considerable ambiguity Pond misunder'standing persist throughout higher education, e~pecially in the respective
conceptions' of governing boards, administra£ive officers, and faculties concerning this matter. The present statement assumes that
individual institutions will have formulated their own definitions
of adequate cause for dismissal, bearing;;~nIT!inci the 1940 Statement
and standards which have developed in the~'experience of academic
institutions.
.
This statement deals with procedural standards. Thpse recommended are not intended to establish a norm in the same manner as
the 1940 Statein~nt of; Principles .on Academic Freedom and Tenure, but
are presented rathe~.~s a guide
be used according to the nature
and traditions of particular institutions in giving effect to both
facul ty tenure rights and the 6bl'igat-ions of faculty members in the.
academic community.
.

to

Procedural Rec.Ommendations
1.
Preliminary Proceedings Concerning the Fitness of a Faculty
Member.
"

When reason arises to question the fitness of a college or university faculty member 'who has tenure or whose term appointment ,h~s
not expired, the appropriate administrative officers should ordinarily discuss~the matter w1th"him in personal conference. The
matter may be ,terminated.'by mutual consent at this point; but if an
adjustment does not result, a standing or ad hoc committee elected
by the faculty and charged with the function of rendering confidential advice in. such situations should informally inquire into the
situation, tp effect an adjustment if possible, and if none is
effected, to·' determine whether in its view formal proceedings to
consider his dismissal should be instituted.
If the committee recommends that such proceedings should be begun, or if the president of
'the institution, even after con~idering a recommendation of the committee favorable to the faculty'''ine~ber, ·<exp'resses.@;i,:s 'conviction ..
that a proceeding should be undertaken, actioh" shOuld be commenced.

I

,,'
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I

under the procedures which follow.
Except where there is disagreement, a statement with re~sonable particularity of the grounds proposed for the dis~issal should then be jointly formulated by the
president and the faculty committee; if there is disagreement, the
president or his representative should formulate the statement.
2.

Commencement of. Formal Proceedings.

The formal proceedings should be commenced by a communication
addresseq to the faculty member by the president of the institution,
informing the faculty member of the statement £ormulated,i and informing him that, if he so requests, a hearing tO,determine whether he
should be; removed from his faculty position on the grounds stated
will be conducted by a faculty committee at a ;specified time and
place.
In setting the date of the hearing, sufficient time should be
allowed the faculty member to prepare his defense.
The faculty' member should be informed, in detail or by reference to published regulations, of the procedural rights that wirl be accorded to him. The
f~culty member should state in reply whether he wishes a hearing and,
i~ so, should answer in writing, not less than one week before the
date set for the hearing, the statgments in the president's letter.
3.

I

Suspension of the Faculty Member.

Suspension of the faculty member during the proceed~ngs inyolving him is justified only if immediate harm to himself OJr others is
threatened by his continuance. Unless legal considerations forpid,
any such suspension should be with pay.
\
)

4.

I

Hearing Committee.

I

The committee of faculty members to conduct the hearing and reach
a decisi?n should either be an elected standing committee not previously concerned with the case or a committee established as soon as
possible after the president's letter to the fac'ulty member has been
sent. The choice of members of the hearing comm~ttee should be on
the basis of their objectivj"ty and competence'and of the regard in
which they are held in the .academic community. The committee should
elect its own chairman.
'

•

5.

Committee. Proceeding.
,
_.
)'

-

The: commi tte'~ sh~)Uld, proceed by cons ider ing the state'ment of
grounds for; dipll{issal· ,q.lready formulated, and the faculty member's
response wiitten before the time of the hearing.
If the faculty
member hasi not requested a hearing, the committee should consider the
case on th~basis of the obtainable information and decide whether he
should be {removed; otherwise ,the hearing should go forward.
The committee, "ifl 'consulj:..ation.with the president and the faculty member,
should' exer.c',;Lse'its jUdgmen't as to whether the hearing should be pubflic or private.
Ifahy facts 'ar,e in dispute, the testimony of witInesses and other eVid~nce concerning the matter set forth in the
president s letter tQ, -the faculty member should be received.'
)
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\ \The \~~~~ident Sh9~+,9,'1\ave the optJ.. ~~ of attendance during the
hearing ."'H,e may designate '; an appropriate representative to assist
in 'pevelop:.i.:ng the case; but the committee should determine the order
of proof, "!3hould normally conduct the questioning of witnesses, and,
if necessary, should secure the presentation of evidence important to

I

,.

I

I

I

the case.:.)[}

'.

,.::'

The !~a:~~,lty member should have the o.ption of a'ssistants J:>y.
counsel, wn0'se functions should be similar,t'o·;those of the representative chosei'Y/by the pre~id~nt. The facu:i:ty,:,:'member should ha've the
: additional ptocedural rights set forth in the:"l940 statement o.f ...
Principles on Academic Freedom and Tenure, and should have th~ aid of
I the committee, when needed. in securing the ~ttendance of witAesses.
: The faculty member or his counsel and the representative qe?~gnated
by the presi4ent should have the right, within reasonable ¥i~its, to
i question all witnesses who testify orall~;~ <)The facult)[ 'memb:~~r should
: have the opportunity to be confrontedby:aJ,>;J.. witnesses: ,adver:se to him.
,Where unusual and urgent reasons moveth~::':H.earing commIttee!to with'hold this right, or where the witness .cahi1ot' appear" tb.'e id'entity of
the witness,.as well as his statements, should nevertheless be dis: closed to the faculty member. Subject to these safeguards, stateIments may when necessary be taken outside the hearing and reported to
~ it.
All of the evidence should be duly recorded. Unless special
: circumstances warrant, it should not be neqessary to follow formal
,rules of court procedure.
I

I

I
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Consideration by Hearing Committee.

•

'

\~:;

I

The committee should reach its decisidh)in conference, on the
basis of the hearing. Before doing so, i~~g~puld give opportunity to
the faculty member or his counsel and the '~?~resentative designated
by the president to argue orally before it.?<'If written brie,fs would
be helpful, the;~;committee may request them~ \if'he committ'ee may proceed to decisioti promptly, 'without having. .'Ythe4 :record /"9£:<t:':he
'hearing
,.
transcribed, where it feels that a just decision can:'·be rea'cned by
this means; or it may await the availability of a"..tr;a:nscript of the
hear ing if its dec is ion would be a ided thereby. c~,!: ';~houid/ make
explicit findings with respect to each of the grqUB,ds ~f removal presented, and a reasoned opinion may be desirable. .'Pu1;>'J:i'city concerning the committee's decision may properly be withh~~~ until consideration has been given to the case by the governing .body of the institution. The president and the faculty member should be notified of
the decision in writing and should be given:'a copy of the record of
the hearing. Any release to the public sh,ould pe made through the
president I s office ~,,';
"
I

7.

Consideration by Governing Body.
I

.,

<f.

.
The president should transmit to the g9verning.~ody the full
\report of the.'hearing committee, stating its 'action~ On the assump!tion that the governing board has accepted the principle of the
!faculty h~aring committee" acceptance. of the committee'.s·'decision
iwouig normally be expeC'ted.
If the ,'govern'ing body cho"oses to review
the .ca:se, its review: should be based on the record pf' the previous
hea~±:pfJ,,:.~ccompanied by opportunity for argument",:,oral or written or
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both, bytbe. pr incipals-a-t th~hearing or"'their representatives.
The' decision 'of the hearing committee,s1)ould either be sustained or
the proceeding be returned to the comrnftfeewith,olifections specified.
in such a case the committee should reconsid~r, ,iaking account of the
stated objections and receiving new evidence if:necessary.
It should
:frame it's decision and communicate it in the same' manner as before.
OplyJafter study of the committee's reconsideration should the governlng bcdy make a final decision overruling the committee.
0,
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Publicity.

Except for such simple announcem~nts, as may be required,
covering 'the time of the hearing and similar matters, public stateme~ts about the case by either the f~culty member or administrative
officers should be avoicied so far a,s possible until the proceedings
have been completed. ~nnounce~ent ,of the final decision should
include a statement of the hearing 'committee's original action, if
this has not previously- been
/mad'e/' known'."
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STATEMENT CONCERNING RESIGNATIONS,' 1929
.

(A. A. U. P. )

;'

Any provision in regard to notification of resignation by a
~
college teacher will naturally depend on th~ conditions of tenure '~,
in the institution. If a college asserts and exercises the right
to dismiss, promote, or change salary.. at short notice, or exercises
the discretion implied by annual contracts, it must expect that members of its staff will feel under no obligations beyond the-legal
requirements of their contracts. If, on the other hand, the institution undertakes to comply with the tenure specifications approved
by the Association of American Colleges-;"it would seem app'ropriate
for the members of the sta ff to act /in, accordance with the, following
provision:
I
{ ,
.
<

Notification of resigna tiorl by 'St' coll,eg'~ teacheJ;:' ought, in
general, to be early enough to obviate ,s'eriousembarrassment to the
institution, the length of time nece's,sarily varying with the circumstances of his particular case.
.
,\
1.

2. Subject to this general principle 'it would seem appropriate
that a professor or an associate professor should ordinarily give
not less than four months· notice and an assistant professor or
instructor not less than three months' notice.
/

I

I

3. In regard to offering appointments to men)in the service of
other institutions, it is believed that an infor~al inquiry as to
whether a teacher would be willing to consider transfer under specified conditions may be made at any time and without previous consultation with his superiors, with the understa~ding, however, that
. if a"'definite offer follows he will not accept it without giving such
notice as',is indicated in the preceding provis~6ns. He is at liberty
to ask hi~ superior officers to reduce, or wai~~, the notification
requirem~bts there specified,but he shQul~ b~ expected to conform
to their ~ecisionon these points~
,
J.
4. Violation of these!provi~ibn$ rhay be brought to the attention
of the officers: of the Associa~iop wjth the possibility of subsequent
publication' in .:particular case$ after the facts are duly established.
,
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Mr. Johnson said that the policy was also acceptable to
his committee, and it was accordingly moved by Mr. Roberts,
seconded by Mr. Johnson, that the revised policy be approved.
Carried.
Mr. Roberts explained that the Regents' action at this
time, corning as it did in advance of the Faculty's consideration of the new revisions, was 'only to expedite having the
policy effective in time t~ be sent out with contracts in
the spring. He made it clear that if the Faculty did not
approve of the policy as newly revised. ·the Regents would
of course be glad to have it returned for additional consideration.
Commenting on the Regents' Faculty-Student Committee's
study of the revised policy since its submission in April,
Mr. Roberts said that the Committee had given special'
attention to a clarification of teacher-student relations
and also to the possibility that the non-retention of a
non-tenure teacher might involve "improper considerations"
concerning non-academic matters--e.g .• a teacher's race,
or his religious or political beliefs and associations-and thus represent a violation of academic freedom; in other
words, the:non-tenu~e teacher should be entitled to all'the
protections of academic due process.

I

Dr'. Wilkinson said he feHt that students should be
informed about provisions of the academic 'freedom and
tenure policy affecting them and should be encouraged to
consul t wi th the proper persons if the need arose.. Dr.
Trowbridge said that he would mention this suggestion to
the Committee on the qniversity (composed of faculty,
administrative, student, and alumni representatives).
New Mexico
Medal
The Regents considered the following proposed policy
for award of the New MexIco Medal:
PROPOSED POLICY FOR AWARD OF THE NEW MEXICO MEDAL
From .time to time, a resident of the State or someone
~ho has been associated with the uni~ersity will attain
national or international reputation for his accomplishments. Such a person deserves to be honored with some
distinct and signal award.

I

T.o accomplish this purpose,. The Universi ty of New Mexico
will establish The New Mexico Medal to be used to express
for itself and for the people of New Mexico their pride
in, and gratitude for. the accomplishments and contributions of this individual. (Such an award might possibly
be made in connection with a quarter centennial celebration of the University.)

482
The New Mexico Medal will be reservedf,or award to persons
whosecQntributionsto society have been sufficient to gain
for ,them honor,' prestige and reeogni tion at a nati'orial or
intern'ational ,level.' This medal' will be furtHer 'reserved
for persons ~ith lon~tenure of ser~ice,mark~dby continuing national respect.

1
'

Since the desirability of'honoring such persons should be
both obvious and compelling,' it will not be the policy 'of
the University to survey the citizenry of ,this state for
potential recipients. The medal will be awarded only' in
the event that the attainments of a qualified individual d . •
are such ,thattheadn\inistration 'and regents would be,~ '"
spontaneously persuaded that this rare and special recog-',
nition is clearly deserved.
Dean'Pa~ish (who had first proposed tne institution"
of such an award) urged ,that the ',parenthetical sentence' at ,the"
end of the ,second ,paragraph bedeleted,expressirig his feeling
that the, reasQns for the award' should be 'spontaneous an'dthat,
a recipient should 'not be sought at. any prec.onceived period.
Further discussion centered 'on 'whether the award should be
called The UniversitY,of New Mexico Medal'instead 'of,The New
Mexico Meda;Land whether association with the,University should
not properly be deleted as a prerequisite.

As a result of this discussion, it was moved by Mr. Johnson,
seconded by Mr. Roberts, that the phrase in the, first paragraph
reading "or someone whO has been associated'with'the University"
be changed to read"or'someoriewho. has been, closely identified
with the State.
Carried.
It was alsO moved by Mr . Roberts,
seconded by Dr. Wj.lkinson, that the parenthetical sentence at
the end of tne second" paragraph be deleted and, that the following words be inserted between the twenty-third and 'twenty-fourth
words of the fourth paragraph: ,,:" ~stal:?lish any definite period
for granting such an award nor." Carried.

I'

1I

It was then moved by Dr. Wilkihson~ seconded by Mr.
Johnson, that the policy ,be approved as' amended~ Carried.
,

'

Upon' recommendation of "President Popejoy, it wa'sthen
moved by, Mrs. Luthy ,seconded by Dr. Wilkinson" that senator
Clinton P • Anderson ,be designated as the, first .recipient of'
the new ,award.
Carried~ The' President ,stated that a 'certificate of 'award would also be presented which would bear the
signature's of'the officers of the Regents and, the President
of the University.
.
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:~he follow~ng proposed procedure to sele¢t architects
General
for the design of university' buildings .was submitted to the Policy for
Regents by ,the Master plan Committee: ,
Selection of
Architects
1)
Architects who are interested in a specific
university assignment-would 'communicate their
interest to the University Architect, furnishing, him with information about their staffs,.,
consul t-ing engineers, :work....;load, performance
on comparaple-building projects, and any other
pe,rtinent information. The :tJniversi ty Archi-':
'teet would interview as necessary those firms
whichseemed'particularlyappropriate for.'c9n;sideration. He:wbuld then prepare a:list of
~-lO firms ,which would~ in his judgment, b~
competent.

o

I

I

2)

The University Architect's recommendations
would be transmitted': on a 'confidential basis
to the Planning Committee, which wbuld then,
after consul t<;i,tion wi thhim, , schedule _inter:-_
views wi th' those ar,chi tects which in the
Committee's opinion, appear most promising.
The Committee would thereafter~narrow the
field to two or three firms .. In this process
:the Committee would be joined by one or two
representatives of the, department ',or division
for which"the building,is :to be'designed.

3)

The Planning Committee's findings would be
transmitted to-the President of the University for recommendation to the Regents ,and
final selection. c
,

-

'

Presi¢lent Popejoy noted that the. proposed prQcedure
is essentially the one that the University has been following for a n~mberof years although without the services of
a University Architect. Now :that one has been appointed,
he said, and in view of the large building progr~ to which
the university is committed, it seemed reasonable to regularize the, P.JC:ocedures. -- ,
,
.
" Mr. Roberts !';mggested that .l,t might_-be useful for a
member of the Regents to be ,present~ at'~eetings ot the Master
Plan,Committee when architects-and building plans are being
discusseq. He pointed out· that Re.gents are already serving
on other University committees such, as the 75th Anniversary
Executive Committee.
'

I

After general concurrence, it was moved by Mr. Roberts,
seconded by Dr. Wilkinson, that the general policy for the
selection of architects be approved and that the chairman
of the Regents' Campus Planning and Building Committee (or
another Regent named by him in the event of his inability

to be. present) ,be designated an ex-officio '(non-voting)
member of the .Master Plan·,Committee. ',Carried ... It was
suggested by Dr. Wilkinson that the policy be given wide.
circulation among state architects.

Parking

I

lJr., Wilkinson commented on the serious.parking.
problem confronting the'Universityandsuggested:that
some thought be given by the Master Plan Committee, to
the follbwingpoints:
(1) there, is not enough space on
the central. campus to provide parking lots of sufficient
size; (2-). it does not 'seem to: be economical to build
parking structures on the campus;. (3)a possible solution
might be to have student parking on the south campus and
a self-supporting shuttle service to transport students'
to and from the central campus.
,

..

"

New
A proposal,·from Dr. \ Sherman Smith, Dean of' Students"
Dormitories that the University ,proceed at once to plan for two more
residence halls'equivalent to Santa Clara and onate: Halls,
concurrent with planning for a, much larger.. unit, oruni ts,
was discussed at ·,length.. Professor" Schlegel queried whether
the University could afford to build two new low structures
with spac~ for residence halls at such a premium. and
suggested the necessity of going,' to high-rise ' structures
at once.

I

It was noted by the President that the two dormitories
proposed by Dr. 'Smith are needed for the~ f'all of 1965 and
that there probably would be insufficient time to plan
and complete a high-rise structure by then. He said that
this problem and the one po§ed by 'ProfessorSchle~elwould
have to receive serious consideration by the Master Plan
'
Committee. He observed also that the problem of highrise versus low-rise buildings applies equally to academic'
structures.
,

\

After further discussion which involved the' necessity
of securing approval from the State Board of Finance and
the Board of Educational Finance and, other time factors,
it was agreed that theMaster~Plah Committee should examine
the matter 'prior to the February meeting.'. It was accordinglymoved by Dr . Wilkinson;, ,seconded by , Mr . Roberts, that ,the
selection of an architect forthedormitorles be deferred
at this time. Carried.
l

I
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Vice ,Presia.~ntT:J;'owbridge explained that the proposed
. Architects
policy for:,-cthe ~election of architects had 'been 'followed
for Physics
in the c;.,~s,e of :the Physfcs and Biology buildings, .except
. Building and
that because 9f. time problems the Master' Plan Committee. .
'Biology
had not been able to interview architects in this partlcular
Building
instance. Fifteen firms 'were discussed at length, 'ho';;;ever','
he said, on the basis of information obtained by Mr .. Hooker
and 'interviews conduGted by h'im, . and' the names. of th~ee ii'rms
wererecommended:to the President .,Dr. Trowbridge informed
the Regents that Professor Potter, (chci..irman of the Biology.
,Department) and Professor Regener( chai,rman oftl1e Physics
Department) 'had met with the coillmi t'tee / the meinbe,rship of
the latter being as follows: Dr'. Smith (chairman,'though
absent for this particular meeting), Dr. Trowbridge, Mr.
Perovich, Professor May~ Profes~or Schlegel, Mr. Fifield,
and Mr . Durrie' . Mr. Williams ,'though not a member, ' normally
meets with the Committee.
.. ,
\.
President Popejoy thereupon recommended that the firm
of Ferguson, Steve~s, Mallory' & Pearl be' selected, for the
Physics Building and the' firm of' Flatow, Moore, Bryan &
Fairburn for the Biology Building. Upon the motion of Mr.
Johnson, lseconded by Mr. Roberts, these recommendations
were approved by the Regents.

* * * * *
Dr. Wilkinson ,suggested that. it might be. helpful to
the Master Plan corriini ttee if the dean of the College.of
Fine 'Arts were to'designate someone from the Art Department as a member of the committee •. Professor Schlegel
said that,' such a person could certainly be. brought in at
appropri'ate times'.

"Master Plan
Committee

*. *. *.,. *,. *
Mr. Johnson said that it had.been brought to his
attention that. at least '. one architectural firm. had
attempted to dictate to a contractor in the matter of
the purchase of materials.
It was' agreed that President'
Popejoy should draft a resolution for a subsequent meeting of the·Regents·to the effect·that discovery of such
improper practices would disqualify an architectfrorn
f~ture University busihe'ss ~

.' Archi tects i
Improper
Practices

*.* * .* *
At the November 29" 1963 meeting tli~,R~gen~s,were
reminde<;l : that in the ne'gotiations for the pu'rchase of
the C. R.Davis·l~nd. in'the south campus 'the University
was ,given an option to purchase an additional seven
acres (approximately) if Mr. Davis had an opportunity to
sell it. lIt was also reported that Mr. Davis had a prospectiveoffer from an oil company to purchase somewhat
less ,than an acre of this land (a'lot ~751 x 175 1 ), and
the Regents were asked if they wished to exercise their
option. Before making a decision, Mr. Johnson requested

Davis Land

486

I

a discussion with Mr. Sloan relative to compliance with
legal provisions concerning the option.
,

I

~.,

\'

Mr. Perovich reported ,back to the Regents that the
legal'requiremerilts concerning the option had indeed been
prdperlyme:t. ' 'Upon recommendatiqn by President Popejoy,
then, it'was moved by Mr. Johnson,seconde'dby Mr. Robe):'ts~
that the University waive its option to purchase in this
instance but tha~ it
furnished evidence that ~he "
"n~gbtiatio~s~or the 175' x :175' lot have been consummated
<at'''the~p.r.ice:,ind~cated ($60,'000) within 90 'days.
Carried.

I
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Natural
Resources
Research
Center

\

,

AI proposal' to establish 'a 'Natural :Resources Research
Center atjth~ University was presented to the Reg~nts. It
was explained that the purpose of the Center would be
lito encourage and to sponsor research in the field of
natural'resources, including problems of, the, development
and utilizatioti bf water, land~ forest~gr~zing, and
mineral resource's, and the implications 'thereof, for
governmental" decision-making .'"
President Popejoy indicated that members of the

f~culty have been involved in these matters for some

time and that the establishment of the Center would
regularize these efforts and, would tie in with various
state activities and pending action in the co~grass.
No University budget would be involved, he said.
It was moved by Mrs. Luthy, seconded by Mr. Johnson,
that the' recomrne:(1dation toest'ablish the Natural Resources
Research Center be approved.
Carried.

-I,

'*:*'*'*'*
Professor,Schlegel exhibited to the Regents a sketch
Stanford
'for a formal entrance to the campus at the junction ,of
Avenue
Entrance to Central and Stanford Avenues.
Campus
President P6pejoy noted that the idea o£ appropriate
identification of the campus to visitors ,had originated
some years ago with Mr. Finlay MacGillivray when he was
a member of the Regents. It seemed fitting, the President
said, to construct such, all entrcmceway in connection with
the observance of the 75th 'Anniversary Year, and he expressed
the hope that th~ $5,000-7,000 cost could be met without the
use of state budgeted funds.
Profe?sor'Schlegelsaid that
the idea had been approved by Mr. Eckbo, the University's
consultinglandsc'apearchitect, and that ittied in with the
general scheme ot the 'Warnecke master plan.
Mrs. Luthy noted that the concept had been enthusiasti- '
cally endoJ:;"sed,by the,75th.AnnirersarYEXecutive Committee.
It was thereuportmoved by Mrs. uthy, seconded by Mr. Roberts,
that the general concept be approved.
Carried.

,* ,* * * *

1,-

:1

It was reported. by Mr. Bratton that UNMDay in
Roswell, held earlier in the week, had been an· unqual-'.
ified success. He said that the event was the occasion.
for giving a number of James F. Zimmerman Awards on behalf of the University to leading citizens of Roswell,
chiefly in the field of education, and that the campus
model, prepared by Professor Schlegel and his architectural students, was displayed for the first time. He
described the model as a fine work of art and expressed
the hope that it would be exhibited elsewhere in the
state, possibly in connection with similar UNM Days.

UNM Day in
Roswell:
'Campus Model
an,q ,Zimmerman
Awards

* * * * *
It was e~plained to the Regents that there was included in the Thomas S. Bell estate a trust deed note
in the amount of $19.000, bearing interest at the rate
of 4 per cent, and that the University had acquired onehalf interest in this note.

Trust Deed
Note in
Connection
with Bell
Estate

Accordingly, it was moved by Mr. Roberts, seconded
by Mrs. Luthy, that the Regents adop,t a resolution. authorizing the Security First National Bahk of Pasadena,
California, to make collections on the note on behalf
of the University. Carried.

I

* * * * *
The Board of Educational Finance "Analysis of
Legislative Budgets, 1964-65" was briefly discussed.
It was urged by Mr. Roberts and Mr. Bratton that every
opportunity be sought to acquaint the Legislature--as
was done 'in the hearings before the Board of Educational
Finance..,.-concerning the University's increasing involvement in graduate education and its correspondingly greater
cost. President Popejoy reported that some progress in
this regard is being made.

B.E.F.
Analysis ,of
Legislative
Budgets, 196465; Cost of
Graduate
Education

* * * * *
The President informed the Regents that Mr. Denham,
Audit
whose firm had prepared the University's audit for 1962-63, Report,
was unable to be present because of illness in the family.
1962-63
It was agreed that discussion of the audit report should
,be deferred until a later meeting.

I

Additional faculty and administrative contracts,
resignations, and a leave were presented to the Regents
as follows:

Faculty
Contracts

!
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Elt;;~(e1ftlts

f5:f

~}r.3

R~~©mme~d~ti~~:

·i}!F:,i\~~1.';3

~10~r.i~(iJ)

,1:'Cjf o£: Nn?\]

~~~~ ~©.~l R00e~t-s ~~~~©ve the con~z~e~sq
~e3!9n~~i~©~ ~~d le~ve of gbEen~e listed
~~l;;;w:

AssiS~©li1lt. Px©fcss<:J>~

$15 0 000

of

~(11=~ll'Jth s~l@ry»

Frot~ol©9Yo 1~~=65

.Dorn A1)J.91lJlst20 o 1931 in IJ08 A,.~gelf.;'s~ .~k~.LH::al st'!,.t:·l~:
:3 cl't.ildren,;o
Echlc2r... i{,...n:
CiO'llege of Wooster
O~"An,) 199>31; West.eJrfn Resei=Ve='Med;L~:':a7> School ~M"Do ,J

marri~d,)

1957»,;

.!,fd!s!J.~l11La:w.Q...£!~:eas~~~~~.:J1££:

Instruct.or

if1l Pa1i:.'hclo<jyo University of Cali:l;c,'rnd.a :~~ Los Mgeles J
1960~'·6:2; Act.iril9 AS5ist:.;~mt Dir(g(;~tor of CTm~'1Tiica.l J:..abori~tory
in c:'hftArgiS of. Bloc'ld B~~}lk ~X'lld gAI;o;Slnrt,:-1.ogy .Lak'v©r~tory b Uniiver··~
sity lQif Califorxllia HQspit,al.,. ~~~S .A.i':lqE.l~.7.9· 1960o~62~
C~nsultaH~t c C03l<mt2ni t.l<~ Blood and JPl.as~'f$l
X~© ~,) 1961 <~6'2o
J1%ublications
~
8 ar:ticlez"
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·'3,.......,.·~m

~

Asso~iate

of

PrQfeSSOE

$15 0 000
salary))

(11<~mollj'th

It'hysiolog}!. 196461$

Bo:l:'Jrn 1'l,U9\UlSt. 12 J 192,~ in Net~ Yo:d~ Ci't3!'o
E,1arit.~1 status:
malrlt'ied o .4, ch:i.ldran.. EdUlC:4:lt.iol1!l: Ul"'Jiversity of M1nnesotal
.~aoR-~q la"Sob 1:~4";M.oD::-·Y948r:'·L'ea.~j._~Cjl..n.Uzofessional

"..,

~~~nce:

~iblic Health Sexvice c 1951~51 including
Illils'b7iiJ.Ic·bt~r it'll Mediein,so ~\;1lJ.l.!ll~e University:

assignments as

Cli~ie~l ~~st~c~©r

Unive~sityo

~ed1~i@~o

i@

1951=Pxesen~g

Ge©~~G! W~8hin9i©~

Assistrint

F~~fess~r

Ph~rmr.lcolo9Y,; Univ@X's:ity of LOUi~ sv·ilY.e"

27

art1cles~

.

Assistant
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·Upon recommendation by President Popejoy, it was moved
by Mr. Roberts, seconded by Mrs. Luthy, that the above
contracts, resignations, and leave be approved. Carried.

* .* * * *
It was agreed that the next meeting would be held in
February, possibly on the 24th, and that a definite time
would be determined later.

The meeting adjourned at 12:45 P.M.
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